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Frank Herbert's Dune Saga Collection: Books 1-3 Apr 03 2020 Perfect for longtime fans and new readers alike?this
eBook collection includes the first three novels in Frank Herbert’s Dune saga: DUNE, DUNE MESSIAH, and
CHILDREN OF DUNE DUNE IS NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring
Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason Momoa, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave
Bautista, David Dastmalchian, Stephen McKinley Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte
Rampling, and Javier Bardem. In the far future, on a remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. Here are the first three
novels of Frank Herbert’s magnificent Dune saga—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science
fiction series of all time. The Dune Saga begins on the desert planet Arrakis with the story of the boy Paul
Atreides—who would become known as Muad’Dib—and of a great family’s ambition to bring to fruition
humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream....
The Genius Plague Nov 10 2020 WINNER of the 2018 Campbell Award for Best Novel A WALL STREET
JOURNAL Best Science Fiction Book of 2017 In this science fiction thriller, brothers are pitted against each other
as a pandemic threatens to destabilize world governments by exerting a subtle mind control over survivors. Neil
Johns has just started his dream job as a code breaker in the NSA when his brother, Paul, a mycologist, goes missing
on a trip to collect samples in the Amazon jungle. Paul returns with a gap in his memory and a fungal infection that
almost kills him. But once he recuperates, he has enhanced communication, memory, and pattern recognition.
Meanwhile, something is happening in South America; others, like Paul, have also fallen ill and recovered with
abilities they didn't have before. But that's not the only pattern--the survivors, from entire remote Brazilian tribes to
American tourists, all seem to be working toward a common, and deadly, goal. Neil soon uncovers a secret and
unexplained alliance between governments that have traditionally been enemies. Meanwhile Paul becomes
increasingly secretive and erratic. Paul sees the fungus as the next stage of human evolution, while Neil is convinced
that it is driving its human hosts to destruction. Brother must oppose brother on an increasingly fraught international
stage, with the stakes: the free will of every human on earth. Can humanity use this force for good, or are we
becoming the pawns of an utterly alien intelligence?
The Collected Stories of Frank Herbert Feb 11 2021 The Collected Stories of Frank Herbert is the most complete
collection of Herbert's short fiction ever assembled-thirty-seven stories originally published between 1952 and 1979,
plus one story, "The Daddy Box," that has never been appeared before. Frank Herbert, the New York Times
bestselling author of Dune, is one of the most celebrated and commercially successful science fiction writers of all
time. But while best known for originating the character of Paul Atreides and the desert world of Arrakis, Herbert
was also a prolific writer of short fiction. His stories were published individually in numerous pulps and anthologies
spanning decades, but never collected. Until now. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Blade of the Poisoner Nov 22 2021 Marked with the tainted sword of the evil Prince Mephtik, Jarral Gullen will die
horribly unless both the blade and the prince are destroyed by the next full moon. With the help of his friends,
Archer, Scythe and the Lady Mandragorina - a band of magically talented adventurers - Jarral undertakes a perilous
journey to Mephtik's demon-guarded fortress. Battling monsters and demons, they fight to overturn Jarral's sentence
of death. According to the wizard Cryl, only Jarral can save the country from Mephtik's evil forces. Of the four
friends, Jarral alone possesses the greatest magical talent. But will he live long enough to use it?
Dune: Red Plague Sep 01 2022 An all-new Tale of the Great Schools of Dune -- written to accompany Navigators

of Dune by the same authors (Tor, September 2016). At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Coming Storm May 17 2021 "This novel isn't just ripped from the headlines, it's an alarm bell ringing from the
near-future, a prescient warning of where we're headed next. Read this now--before it's literally too late." - New
York Times bestselling author James Rollins America is on the brink of collapse, devastated by a brutal government
trying to silence its citizens, in The Coming Storm, the next action-packed thriller from Mark Alpert. New York
City, 2023: Rising seas and superstorms have ravaged the land. Food and electricity are scarce. A dangerous
Washington regime has terrorized the city, forcing the most vulnerable and defenseless people into the floodravaged neighborhoods. The new laws are enforced by an army of genetically enhanced soldiers, designed to be the
fiercest and cruelest of killers. Genetic scientist Dr. Jenna Khan knows too much about how these super-soldiers
were engineered: by altering the DNA sequence in ways that could change the fabric of humanity. Escaping arrest
and on the run, Jenna joins forces with a genetically enhanced soldier gone rogue and a Brooklyn gang kingpin to
resist the government’s plan to manipulate the DNA of all Americans. The race is on to stop the evil experiment
before it spreads the genetic changes...and transforms the human species forever.
The Ascension Factor Sep 08 2020 This final book in the "Destination: Void" collaboration between Frank Herbert
and Bill Ransom, set twenty-five years after the previous book The Lazarus Effect, concludes the story of the planet
Pandora. A stunning work from the acclaimed author of Dune, the series which inspired the 2021 Denis Villeneuve
epic film adaptation, Dune, starring Oscar Isaac, Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya and Josh Brolin.
Direct Descent Feb 23 2022 Earth has become a library planet for thousands of years, a bastion of both useful and
useless knowledge—esoterica of all types, history, science, politics—gathered by teams of “pack rats” who scour the
galaxy for any scrap of information. Knowledge is power, knowledge is wealth, and knowledge can be a weapon. As
powerful dictators come and go over the course of history, the cadre of dedicated librarians is sworn to obey the
lawful government … and use their wits to protect the treasure trove of knowledge they have collected over the
millennia. By Frank Herbert, author of Dune.
The Green Brain Jan 25 2022 In an overpopulated world seeking living room in the jungles, the International
Ecological Organization was systematically exterminating the voracious insects which made these areas
uninhabitable. Using deadly foamal bombs and newly developed vibration weapons, men like Joao Martinho and his
co-workers fought to clear the green hell of the Mato Grosso. But somehow those areas which had been completely
cleared were becoming reinfested, despite the impenetrable vibration barriers. And tales came out of the jungles . . .
of insects mutated to incredible sizes . . . of creatures who seemed to be men, but whose eyes gleamed with the
chitinous sheen of insects. . . . A fascinating examination of the fragile balance between consciousness, man and
insect from one of the best-loved science fiction creators of all time. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The White Plague Nov 03 2022 When his wife and children are killed by a terrorist bomb in Dublin, a renegade
Irish-American molecular biologist who calls himself the Madman unleashes a genetically carried plague that
threatens all life on Earth. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Plague Year Jul 07 2020 "Terrifying." --Scott Sigler "Riveting." --David Brin "Rock-hard realistic." --James Rollins
The nanotech was intended to save lives. Instead, it killed five billion people, devouring all warm-blooded lifeforms
except on the highest mountain peaks. The safe line is 10,000 feet. Below, there is only death. Above, there is
famine and war. Mankind's final hope rests with a scientist aboard the International Space Station... and with one
man in California who gambles everything on a desperate mission into the ruins of the old world...
Frank Herbert's Dune Saga 3-Book Deluxe Hardcover Boxed Set: Dune, Dune Messiah, and Children of
Dune Jul 27 2019 TAKE HOME THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR'S BOXED SET THAT INCLUDES DELUXE
HARDCOVER EDITIONS OF DUNE, DUNE MESSIAH, AND CHILDREN OF DUNE--THE FIRST THREE
NOVELS IN FRANK HERBERT'S BESTSELLING DUNE SAGA. This deluxe boxed set includes a gorgeous
slipcase with original art and exquisitely designed hardcover editions of each novel, featuring: - Iconic new covers Stained edges - Stamped and foiled cases featuring quotes from the Litany Against Fear - Fully illustrated endpapers
- An illustrated poster on the interior of each jacket Set on the planet Arrakis, Frank Herbert's epic Dune saga tells
the story of Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of
value is the "spice" melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. When House Atreides is
betrayed, the destruction will set Paul and his family on a journey towards a destiny beyond imagination, one that
will bring to fruition humankind's most ancient and unattainable dream....
Anatomy of Wonder Oct 10 2020 Barron's classic work has been updated and reorganized to reflect changes in the
genre over the past decade, and meet the needs and tastes of today's readers and those who work with them.
Renowned experts in the field have provided authoritative historical and contemporary coverage of the best in
science fiction. Users will find succinct, critical discussions of more than 1,400 science fiction novels, story
collections, and anthologies, along with a comprehensive survey of the "secondary" literature, chapters on teaching
science fiction, titles appropriate for--or appealing to--teens, a directory of libraries containing significant collections

of science fiction, and and award-winning titles and titles of literary merit. Author, title, and theme indexes provide
additional points of access. An essential tool for collection development, research, and reference, this book also
supports readers' advisory work.
The Santaroga Barrier Oct 22 2021 Santaroga seemed to be nothing more than a prosperous farm community. But
there was something . . . different . . . about Santaroga. Santaroga had no juvenile delinquency, or any crime at all.
Outsiders found no house for sale or rent in this valley, and no one ever moved out. No one bought cigarettes in
Santaroga. No cheese, wine, beer or produce from outside the valley could be sold there. The list went on and on and
grew stranger and stranger. Maybe Santaroga was the last outpost of American individualism. Maybe they were just
a bunch of religious kooks. . . . Or maybe there was something extraordinary at work in Santaroga. Something far
more disturbing than anyone could imagine. A stunning work from the acclaimed author of Dune, the series which
inspired the 2021 Denis Villeneuve epic film adaptation, Dune, starring Oscar Isaac, Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya
and Josh Brolin.
Hellstrom's Hive Jun 29 2022 Frank Herbert's classic SF tale of an insect menace threatening the USA First
published in 1973, Frank Herbert's vivid imagination and brilliant view of nature and ecology have never been more
evident than in this classic of science fiction. America is a police state, and it is about to be threatened by the most
hellish enemy in the world: insects. When the Agency discovered that Dr Hellstrom's Project 40 was a cover for a
secret laboratory, a special team of agents was immediately dispatched to discover its true purpose and its
weaknesses - it could not be allowed to continue. What they discovered was a nightmare more horrific and hideous
than even their paranoid government minds could devise. A stunning work from the acclaimed author of Dune, the
series which inspired the 2021 Denis Villeneuve epic film adaptation, Dune, starring Oscar Isaac, Timothée
Chalamet, Zendaya and Josh Brolin.
Eye Jul 31 2022 A collection of short fiction by the best-selling author of Dune explores the theme of the human
response--societies and individuals alike--to changing or threatening environments.
The Labyrinth Key Apr 27 2022 In a secret war waged in worlds both virtual and real, the fates of nations depend
on the definitive weapon. And that weapon is knowledge—knowledge to die for. . . . The race is heating up between
the U.S. and China to develop a quantum computer with infinite capabilities to crack any enemy’s codes, yet keep
secure its own secrets. The government that achieves this goal will win a crucial prize. No other computer system
will be safe from the reach of this master machine. Dr. Jaron Kwok was working for the U.S. government to build
such a computer. But in a posh hotel in Hong Kong, a Chinese policewoman sifts through the bizarre, ashlike
remains of what’s left of the doctor. With the clock ticking, alliances will be forged—and there are those who will
stop at nothing to discover what the doctor knew. As the search for answers intensifies, it becomes chillingly clear
that the quantum computer both sides so desperately want will be more powerful, more dangerous than anyone could
have ever imagined. For in the twenty-first century, machines become gods, gods become machines, and the onceimpossible now lies within reach. The key to unlimited knowledge will create the ultimate weapon of mass
destruction—or humanity’s last chance to save itself. . . .
Dune Jun 25 2019 NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée
Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason Momoa, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista,
David Dastmalchian, Stephen McKinley Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte Rampling,
and Javier Bardem. Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling
science fiction novels of all time. Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to
a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of value is the “spice” melange, a drug
capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize
worth killing for.... When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey
toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And as he evolves into the mysterious man known as
Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. A stunning blend of
adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo
Award, and formed the basis of what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.
Soul Catcher Sep 20 2021 Katsuk, a militant Native American student, kidnaps 13-year-old David Marshall-the son
of the US Undersecretary of State. The two flee into the deepest wilds of the Pacific Northwest, where they must
survive together as teams of hunters try to track them. David begins to feel a growing bond of respect for his captor,
even as he struggles to escape. What the boy does not know, however, is that he has been chosen as an innocent
from the white world for an ancient sacrifice of vengeance. And Katsuk may be divinely inspired . . . or simply
insane.
The Jesus Incident Oct 29 2019 A determined group of colonists are attempting to establish a bridgehead on the
planet Pandora, despite the savagery of the native lifeforms, as deadly as they are inhospitable. But they have more
to deal with than just murderous aliens: their ship's computer has been given artificial consciousness and has decided
that it is a God. Now it is insisting - with all the not inconsiderable force of its impressive array of armaments to
back it up - that the colonists find appropriate ways to worship It. A stunning work from the acclaimed author of

Dune, the series which inspired the 2021 Denis Villeneuve epic film adaptation, Dune, starring Oscar Isaac,
Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya and Josh Brolin.
Tinker's Plague Aug 27 2019 Oil reserves depleted. Society collapsed. A few places cling to modern technology.
For everywhere else, there are the Tinkers. In southern Ontario, Novo Gaia uses sustainable energy to support its
citizens in comfort. From there, Novo Gaia sends Doctors of Applied General Technology, tinkers, into the Dark
Lands to install everything from solar stills to televisions—and make a profit. Brad Cooper is a tinker on his route in
Guelph when he finds himself at the epicentre of a plague outbreak. Stranded without support in a tenuously-held
quarantine zone, he must use his limited medical training in a desperate search for a treatment against an insidious
relic from an age of excess. Meanwhile, fuelled by panic, other townspeople caught within the quarantine zone
conspire to sabotage relief efforts. Distrusted by the people he's trying to help, hampered by political rivals, undersupplied, over-worked, and with his own risk of infection increasing, Brad seems to be fighting a losing battle as the
casualties mount...
Dune May 29 2022 NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve and starring Timothée
Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason Momoa, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista,
Stephen McKinley Henderson, Chang Chen, Charlotte Rampling, and Javier Bardem A deluxe hardcover edition of
the best-selling science-fiction book of all time—part of Penguin Galaxy, a collectible series of six sci-fi/fantasy
classics, featuring a series introduction by Neil Gaiman Winner of the AIGA + Design Observer 50 Books | 50
Covers competition Science fiction’s supreme masterpiece, Dune will be forever considered a triumph of the
imagination. Set on the desert planet Arrakis, it is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, who will become the
mysterious man known as Muad’Dib. Paul’s noble family is named stewards of Arrakis, whose sands are the only
source of a powerful drug called “the spice.” After his family is brought down in a traitorous plot, Paul must go
undercover to seek revenge, and to bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. A stunning
blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the
Hugo Award, and formed the basis of what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction. Penguin Galaxy Six
of our greatest masterworks of science fiction and fantasy, in dazzling collector-worthy hardcover editions, and
featuring a series introduction by #1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman, Penguin Galaxy represents a
constellation of achievement in visionary fiction, lighting the way toward our knowledge of the universe, and of
ourselves. From historical legends to mythic futures, monuments of world-building to mind-bending dystopias, these
touchstones of human invention and storytelling ingenuity have transported millions of readers to distant realms, and
will continue for generations to chart the frontiers of the imagination. The Once and Future King by T. H. White
Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert A. Heinlein Dune by Frank Herbert 2001: A Space Odyssey by Arthur C.
Clarke The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin Neuromancer by William Gibson For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than
1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres
and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The Han Agent Jun 17 2021 A Tokyo-based pharmaceutical company with ties to war crimes in China hires a
Japanese-American scientist after she is expelled from a university for mutating flu viruses in a lab. "Taut tension,
sudden explosive action, and threaded through with scientific accuracy and speculation that will leave you
stunned."--#1 NYT author James Rollins
Dune (Movie Tie-In) May 05 2020 SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve,
starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem,
Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling. Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the
imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time. Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the
story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing
of value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the
known universe, melange is a prize worth killing for.... When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s
family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And as he evolves
into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable
dream. A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula
Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.
Dreamer of Dune Dec 24 2021 A biography of the science fiction writer, presented by his son, describes Herbert's
childhood in Tacoma, Washington, his early years as a reporter and editor, his military service, and his struggles to
become published.
Frank Herbert's Dune Saga 6-Book Boxed Set Nov 30 2019 Perfect for longtime fans and new readers alike--a
beautiful trade paperback boxed set of the first six novels in Frank Herbert's Dune Saga. DUNE IS NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason Momoa, Rebecca
Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista, David Dastmalchian, Stephen McKinley

Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte Rampling, and Javier Bardem. In the far future, on a
remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. Here are the first six novels of Frank Herbert's magnificent Dune saga--a
triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time. Includes Books 1 - 6: DUNE DUNE MESSIAH - CHILDREN OF DUNE - GOD EMPEROR OF DUNE - HERETICS OF DUNE CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE
The Dragon in the Sea Mar 27 2022
The Eyes of Heisenberg Jan 31 2020 A New World in Embryo Public Law 10927 was clear and direct. Parents were
permitted to watch the genetic alterations of their gametes by skilled surgeons . . . only no one ever requested it.
When Lizbeth and Harvey Durant decided to invoke the Law; when Dr. Potter did not rearrange the most unusual
genetic structure of their future son, barely an embryo growing in the State's special vat-the consequences of these
decisions threatened to be catastrophic. For never before had anyone dared defy the Rulers' decrees . . . and if They
found out, it was well known that the price of disobedience was the extermination of the human race . . . At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Dosadi Experiment Mar 15 2021 From author Frank Herbert, creator of the Dune series, comes this classic
science fiction of a sadistic experiment created by a interstellar civilization ... THE DOSADI EXPERIMENT
Beyond the God Wall Generations of a tormented human-alien people, caged on a toxic planet, conditioned by
constant hunger and war-this is the Dosadi Experiment, and it has succeeded too well. For the Dosadi have bred for
Vengeance as well as cunning, and they have learned how to pass through the shimmering God Wall to exact their
dreadful revenge on the Universe that created them . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Dune Messiah Sep 28 2019 Book Two in the Magnificent Dune Chronicles—the Bestselling Science Fiction
Adventure of All Time Dune Messiah continues the story of Paul Atreides, better known—and feared—as the man
christened Muad’Dib. As Emperor of the known universe, he possesses more power than a single man was ever
meant to wield. Worshipped as a religious icon by the fanatical Fremen, Paul faces the enmity of the political houses
he displaced when he assumed the throne—and a conspiracy conducted within his own sphere of influence. And
even as House Atreides begins to crumble around him from the machinations of his enemies, the true threat to Paul
comes to his lover, Chani, and the unborn heir to his family’s dynasty...
Whipping Star Jul 19 2021 In the far future, humankind has made contact with numerous other species: Gowachin,
Laclac, Wreaves, Pan Spechi, Taprisiots, and Caleban, and has helped to form the ConSentiency to govern among
the species. After suffering under a tyrannous pure democracy, the sentients of the galaxy find the need for a Bureau
of Sabotage (BuSab) to slow the wheels of government, thereby preventing it from legislating recklessly. BuSab is
allowed to sabotage and harass the governmental, administrative, and economic powers in the ConSentiency. Private
citizens must not be harassed, and vital functions of society are also exempt. Jorj X. McKie is a born troublemaker
who has become one of BuSab’s best agents. Drafted for the impossible task of establishing meaningful
communication with an utterly alien entity who defies understanding, McKie finds himself racing against time to
prevent a mad billionairess from wiping out all life in the ConSentiency.
The Plague Stones Aug 08 2020 From the critically acclaimed author of Hekla's Children comes a dark and
haunting tale of our world and the next. Fleeing from a traumatic break-in, Londoners Paul and Tricia Feenan sell up
to escape to the isolated Holiwell village where Tricia has inherited a property. Scattered throughout the settlement
are centuries-old stones used during the Great Plague as boundary markers. No plague-sufferer was permitted to pass
them and enter the village. The plague diminished, and the village survived unscathed, but since then each year the
village trustees have insisted on an ancient ceremony to renew the village boundaries, until a misguided act by the
Feenans' son then reminds the village that there is a reason traditions have been rigidly stuck to, and that all acts of
betrayal, even those committed centuries ago, have consequences...
The Jonah Dec 12 2020 By the Master of Horror, in James Herbert's The Jonah, detective Jim Kelso is sent to a
small coastal town to investigate drug smuggling and stumbles on a dangerous organization. Suddenly more than
just his life is at stake. It’s his past, his future, his sanity. Through torture and drugs he discovers the terrifying secret
of The Jonah. And learns, in the most horrifying way that it can destroy him as well as others . . .
Frank Herbert's Dune Saga Collection: Books 1 - 6 Mar 03 2020 Perfect for longtime fans and new readers
alike—this eBook collection includes all six original novels in the Dune Saga written by Frank Herbert. DUNE IS
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason
Momoa, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista, David Dastmalchian,
Stephen McKinley Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte Rampling, and Javier Bardem. In
the far future, on a remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. Here are the first six novels of Frank Herbert’s
magnificent Dune saga—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time.
The Dune Saga begins on the desert planet Arrakis with the story of the boy Paul Atreides—who would become
known as Muad’Dib—and of a great family’s ambition to bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and
unattainable dream.... Includes Books 1 - 6: DUNE • DUNE MESSIAH • CHILDREN OF DUNE • GOD

EMPEROR OF DUNE • HERETICS OF DUNE • CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE
The Worlds of Frank Herbert Apr 15 2021
The Dragon in the Sea Jan 13 2021 An SF Gateway eBook: bringing the classics to the future. Twenty subtugs had
been lost attempting to bring back oil from the undersea fields on the enemy's borders. A brilliant psychologistelectronics expert is planted in the crew of the subtug Ram to discover the reason. And the reason becomes terrifying
reality when, miles deep in the ocean, the minds of the crew begin to crack ... A stunning work from the acclaimed
author of Dune, the series which inspired the 2021 Denis Villeneuve epic film adaptation, Dune, starring Oscar
Isaac, Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya and Josh Brolin.
The White Plague Oct 02 2022 When his wife and children are killed by a terrorist bomb in Dublin an IrishAmerican molecular biologist unleashes a genetically carried plague
Remembrance Day Aug 20 2021 Waking up in the hospital the morning after he witnesses a bus exploding outside a
London station, Constantine Lindow is astonished when he is charged with the crime and finds himself searching for
the real culprit in order to clear his name. A first novel.
The Dosadi Experiment Jan 01 2020 From the author of Dune, the greatest SF novel of all time, comes a stunning
evocation of alien cultures In the far future, humans and aliens have joined together in a galaxy-wide federation of
intelligent species: The Consentiency. But its existence is now threatened by the discovery of a secret, illegal and
deadly experiment on the planet Dosadi. There, the froglike Gowachin have created a brutal society: 850 million
beings, human and Gowachin, are confined in an area of 40 square kilometres. But the experiment in overcrowding
is getting out of control: the beings that have bred on Dosadi are so tough and resourceful that they are capable of
breaking out of their monstrous prison and overrunning the galaxy.
Frank Herbert's Dune Saga 6-Book Boxed Set Jun 05 2020 Perfect for longtime fans and new readers alike--a
beautiful trade paperback boxed set of the first six novels in Frank Herbert's Dune Saga. DUNE IS NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya, Jason Momoa, Rebecca
Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista, David Dastmalchian, Stephen McKinley
Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte Rampling, and Javier Bardem. In the far future, on a
remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. Here are the first six novels of Frank Herbert's magnificent Dune saga--a
triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time. Includes Books 1 - 6: DUNE DUNE MESSIAH - CHILDREN OF DUNE - GOD EMPEROR OF DUNE - HERETICS OF DUNE CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE
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